
  

Q         Can you tell us about yourself? 

Having moved to the UK from Southern Ireland 45 years ago, I have worked in for 40 years for Brent council and the voluntary sector.  I am the CEO 
of Ashford Place supporting people in the community including the homeless and those with mental health issues as well as providing 

a base for community activities like the choir in Cricklewood for the last 25 years.  I am also the Chair of the Cricklewood Town Team 

but currently I am in lockdown with my family at my home in Haringey.   

Q         How did you hear about Mutual Aid Food Willesden? 

In the first week of lockdown we were trying to manically set up something to support residents and with so many Mutual Aid 
associations popping up all over Brent, Tariq Dar was a god-send and introduced us to the food hub and Mutual Aid Food Willesden 

supporting it.  

I have very good contacts with Tariq going back years because of working at Ashford Place and through Brent’s CVS (Council for Voluntary Services, a 
membership organisation of the voluntary sector). 

Q         Have you noticed any changes as a result of Covid-19 lockdown? 

Lockdown is a massive change for everyone. 

The sad thing for me is not being able to have face to face with people already suffering mental health and social health 
isolation issues.  Our homeless people have had to move out into a hotel so that they can self-isolate in individual rooms.  This is a huge change 

and means that Ashford Place cannot provide hot meals given the social distancing rules. We have had to find alternative ways to help and feed 

people.  It is so much harder to support people, out of sight.  We continue to do case work but over the phone.  We are beginning to 

get connected digitally but that’s a challenge for all of us.    

Q         Can you tell us how you’re involved helping provide essential aid? 

Mutual Aid Food Willesden is providing vulnerable clients from Ashford Place with food parcels and we are connecting with them 
when we deliver it on the doorstep whilst still social distancing.  Sometimes our staff deliver the food boxes and sometimes it is Mutual Aid volunteers. 

Q         Are there any stories that you could share? 

A client asking “Who was that volunteer who dropped off the food parcel? I missed them!” She was soooo happy and she really wanted to thank the volunteer 

but didn’t hear the doorbell. But she was so so pleased to receive the box.  It’s heartening to see how emotional people are to see you 
drive up and drop off the food parcel. It’s the added value from the human contact which really does make a huge difference to their 

mental health.  Otherwise they don’t see anyone.  It’s really so beneficial on their mental health, and we really want to let the MAFW volunteers 

know that. 

We’ve started “tea on the doorstep”. The staff or volunteer arrives with a flask of tea at the garden gate. Those living in the house will 

drink a cuppa on the doorstep which brings a hint of normality.  

Then there’s walk in the park: Maybe those with dementia and their carer will go for a walk in the park and meet staff to walk with 

them (socially distanced as per government guidelines) so we can catch up face to face and find out how they are doing.  

The other day I rang one of our carers who also volunteered mentoring other carers in the dementia program.  Sadly, she became a widow 3-4 

weeks ago, as she put it, “Her husband had gone away.”  …Even though she has family, she felt the world had forgotten even 

though her husband had been such a big character. Receiving a signed digital sympathy card from all the staff and volunteers and the 
regular MAFW phone contact helped her feel like she was a part of the world and it helped her to grieve. 

Q         How would you sum up the value of Mutual Aid Food Willesden? 
  

Mutual Aid Food Willesden is a vital link for our connections with our clients in the area.  

We at Ashford Place have the clients, Tariq Dar has space for the food hub and Mutual Aid has the volunteers. It was 

really positive that Tariq suggested it at the beginning. It got us over that crucial first stage of lockdown. 

Q         Why are you doing the run? 

Payback.  It’s our present to Mutual Aid Food Willesden from Ashford Place and whatever is raised goes to MAFW.  It’s a bit of craic 

and I want to support Mutual Aid Food Willesden as much as I can.   

Q         Where is the run? 

I am happy to run 26.2 miles… slowly.  It will be through the wards where MAFW is supporting households and families in need.  A friend is 

creating a map of the marathon route which should be ready tomorrow. Obviously, it is very different to running a normal big marathon with thousands of 

runners and supporters.  I will be running alone but if you can come out and do a socially distanced clap that would be grand.  

Q         How long do you think it will take you to run? 

5 hours 20 minutes.  My best time ever is four and a half hours but I would expect it to be slower when I run alone. 

Q         When is the run? 

Monday 25 May 2020.  Please support if you can  
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https://localgiving.org/charity/mapesburymutualaid/project/WillesdenFoodBank/  
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 INTERVIEW IN FULL ABOUT FUNDRAISING FOR MAFW 

   WITH DANNY MAHER 
    CEO OF ASHFORD PLACE 
 HE’S RUNNING A MARATHON TO RAISE MONEY 
 

 For Mutual Aid Food Willesden (MAFW) 
 A food hub offering emergency essential boxes locally during Covid-19 
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